1. Introduction. Let P1 , P2, * * *, Pn be n points in the plane which must be joined by means of lines to form a connected linear graph (or network). For example the Pi might be n terminals which must be connected together electrically (see [5] ). Alternatively the Pi may be stations in a communication network and the lines two-way channels (see [6] ). Only n -1 lines need be drawn in order to obtain a tree network which contains paths between each pair Pi, Pj of points. According to Cayley's formula (see [7, p. 28] ) there are nn-2 trees which can be drawn to interconnect n points.
Suppose c(Pi, Pj) is the cost of providing a line PiPj in the tree. The cost of the tree is then defined to be the sum of the costs c(Pi, Pj) of its lines. Usually the Euclidean distance from P to Q is used for c(P, Q). All cost functions to be considered here will be distances, although not necessarily Euclidean. For example, in a communication network within a city one might let c(P, Q) be the distance from P to Q measured along city streets via the shortest route.
A minimal tree for P1, * , Pn is a tree which joins these points for the lowest possible cost. Loberman and Weinberger [5] , Prim [6] , and Kruskal [4] gave simple algorithms for constructing minimal trees. Note that P1 , P2, *--, Pn are the only vertices allowed for the trees in this paper. If one were free to use additional points as vertices one could in general connect Pi, ... , Pn together with even lower cost (take P1, P2, P3 as the vertices of an equilateral triangle, the cost as Euclidean distance, and consider allowing the centroid of the triangle as an extra vertex).
Suppose that PI, . , Pn are chosen independently and at random with constant probability density A-1 from a plane bounded region of area A. Then the cost of the minimal tree is a random variable with a mean L(n) which will be estimated here. Verblunsky [8] and Beardwood, Halton, and Hammersley [1] studied a similar problem for minimal traveling salesman paths. For large n the expected (Euclidean) length of the shortest traveling salesman path through n points is asymptotic to const. X (An)112. The constant lies between .625 and .922; a Monte Carlo experiment estimated the value at .75. In [1] the authors remark that a similar asymptotic result holds for the minimal tree but with some other constant. One problem will be to estimate this constant. A theoretical argument will show that the constant is less than 2`12. In ?8 experimental evidence suggests .68 as a good approximation.
The bound 2-112 is obtained by means of an exact analysis of a (not quite minimal) tree which is called "exodic" because certain of its paths radiate outward from a central point. An exact formula in ?4 gives the mean length of the exodic tree connecting n random points in the unit circle 1j P 11 ? 1. The cases of Euclidean metric and Manhattan metric are considered in detail in ??6, 7. In a wide class of metrics 1I P 11, the mean length of a random exodic tree connecting points produced by a Poisson process of mean N in the unit circle 1I P 11 _ Manhattan distance is an appropriate norm for networks which follow city streets. The unit circle is the set of all points P with || P 11 _ 1. The unit circle is a convex figure (see [3, p. 74]). For example if 1I P 1I denotes Manhattan distance the unit circle is a square with corners on the x and y axes and with sides of (Euclidean) length 21/2. This paper will be concerned mostly with trees in the unit circle. Results about the unit circle can supply asymptotic information about trees in regions of other shape. In the case of Euclidean metric Beardwood, Halton, and Hammersley [1] state that their analysis of the traveling salesman problem applies, with minor modifications, to the minimal tree problem. Then the expected length of the minimal tree joining n random points in a region of area A is asymptotically const. X (An)112 for large n. The constant of proportionality is the same for all regions and so can be estimated by studying the unit circle. Although there has been no proof of a similar asymptotic formula for other metrics, I believe such formulas hold very generally. In connection with traveling salesman paths on the earth's sur- face the authors of [1] state that their results could be derived for distances measured along the surface of a spheroid.
3. Exodic trees. Let n points in the plane be given. The following construction connects these points by a tree (not necessarily minimal). Call the points P1 , P2 , form a tree, the additional connection at Pi creates paths from Pi to P1, * * *, Pi-1 but completes no closed cycles. Along a path from the first point P1 to any other point Pi the intermediate points P, occur with monotone increasing "distance" 1I Pi 1I from the origin. For this reason the tree just constructed will be called an exodic tree.
The cost of an exodic tree is n Z min | Pi-Pi1, i=2 j<i a formula which is simpler, for analytical purposes, than the cost of the minimal tree. Of all trees in which paths from Pi to Pi proceed through points Pi of increasing 1I P, 1I the exodic tree has least cost. Thus there is reason to hope that the cost of the exodic tree is only slightly more than the cost of the minimal tree. Fig. 1 shows the exodic tree for 31 points placed at random in the unit Euclidean circle. This exodic tree has cost 7.36 which is slightly more than the minimal cost 6.95. The exodic tree and the minimal tree agree except for 6 connections.
Prim [6] constructs a minimal tree in great circle metric which connects Washington, D. C., with the 48 (in 1957) state capitals. When the same cities are connected by an exodic tree centered on Topeka, Kansas, 39 of the 48 lines are the same as in the minimal tree.
4. Random trees. Let L(n) denote the expected cost of the exodic tree connecting n points placed at random in the unit circle 11 P 11 ? 1. To derive an analytical expression for L(n) consider first an exodic tree connecting a (random) number of points with mean N placed in the unit circle by a Poisson process. Let S(N) be the expected length of this second random exodic tree. S(N) and L(n) are related by Let C denote the area of the unit circle. The circle 1I P 11 _ R of radius R has area CR2 and contains an expected number NR2 of points of the Poisson pattern.
If Q is one of the Poisson pattern points, the rule for constructing the exodic tree connects Q to its nearest neighbor (if any) inside a circle of radius }I Q 11. This connection will exist and have length less than r if and only if another pattern point P lies in the intersection K(Q, r) of the circles 11 P 11 _ 1? Q 11 and 1 P -Q 11 r.
Let CA(Q, r) denote the area of K(Q, r) so that NA(Q, r) is the expected number of Poisson pattern points in K(Q, r). Consider two events El, E2 defined by: E1 : no Poisson pattern points P have 11 P 11 _ 1 Q 11; E2 : no Poisson pattern points P lie in K(Q, r).
The probabilities of these events are P(E1) = exp{-N1I Q 112}, P(E2) = exp{-NA(Q, r)}.
If E1'E2 occurs, the connection at Q exists and has length longer than r.
Then the cumulative distribution function for the length of the connection at Q (counting no connection as length zero) is p(r) = 1 -P(E2E1') = 1-P(E2) + P(E1).
The last step follows because E1 implies E2 .
The expected length of the connection at Q is 211Qi 2ilQII
f (Q)= r dp(r)= 2 1 QI Since an element of area dx, dx2 has probability (N/C)dxl dx2 of containing a pattern point Q, this element contributes an expected length (N/C)f(Q)dxj dx2 to the exodic tree. The expected total length is In ??6, 7 the integrals in (3) will be evaluated in detail for the Euclidean and Manhattan norms.
Formulas (1), (2), (3) generalize easily to exodic trees in a D-dimensional unit sphere. C becomes the volume of the unit sphere. K(Q, r) is defined by the same inequalities as before and has D-dimensional volume CA(Q, r). A D-fold integral over the unit sphere replaces the double integral in (2) .
Formulas (1), (2), (3) also apply to certain other cost functions beside norms. The triangle inequality II P + Q JJ <I P II + II Q I was never used in deriving (1), (2), (3). Thus these formulas hold for cost functions which satisfy the other axioms of a norm but not the triangle inequality.
In that case the unit circle 1J P 11 _ 1 is not convex. In the next section the triangle inequality will be used and these more general cost functions are prohibited. (4) A(Q, r) < 1r2
To prove (4) recall that CA(Q, r) is the area of that part K(Q, r) of the circle 11 P -Q 11 c r (of area Cr2) contained within a second circle 1j P jj c II Q I through Q. Since circles are convex and have central symmetry, the intersection K(Q, r) contains at most half the area of 1t P -Q 11 c r; then (4) follows.
On the circle 11 Q || = R, (4) and (1) The smoothness assumption in Theorem 2 rules out norms, such as the Manhattan norm, for which the unit circle has corners. I believe that Theorem 2 still applies when there are only finitely many corners. However, since ?7 solves the Manhattan norm case exactly, this generalization will not be pursued. Beardwood, Hammersley, and Halton give const. X (An)112 as an asymptotic formula for the expected (Euclidean) length of the minimal tree joining n points in a region of area A. In particular the length in the unit circle would be asymptotic to const. X (7rn)112. Then Theorems 1 and 2 show that the constant is less than 2-12 = .707.
6. Eucidean norm. In this section the norm JIPII will be Euclidean length. In this special case the integrations indicated in ?4 can be simplified.
To find an expression for A (Q, r) note that K(Q, r) is bounded by two circular arcs. One arc has radius R = 1l Q 11; let its angle be called 2p0. The other arc has radius r and another angle, say 2a. The angles are related to each other by 26 + sp = x, and to r and R by r 2R cos a = 2R sin 2P.
The area of K(Q, r) is r2(-2 sin 2t9) + R2p P-B sin 2p). Eliminate r and sp to get A(Q, r) = R2a(6), where The R integration in (9) can be performed first to leave a single integral on t9 which contains an error function of (2Na(9) )1/2 in the integrand. By transforming the integral (3) to polar coordinates, L(n) becomes an integral of a finite sum of products of powers of R, A, cos A, and sin A. Thus L(n) is an elementary integral for each n. To achieve a slightly shorter formula for L(n), integrate (9) on a by parts to get S(N) = (32N2/7r) JR4 The binomial coefficient in (11) arises from expanding (1 -a(#)R2) n-2 by the binomial theorem. As a check (11) gives the exact value for two points, L(2) = 128/457r = .905415, a result which had been known earlier (see [2, pp. 41, 66] ). Although the integrals J(k) are elementary they become increasingly laborious as k increases. To prepare Table 1 it was found easiest to compute J(k) numerically.
7. Manhattan and max norms. Consider the mapping (x, y) -+ (x', y') defined byx' = x-y, = x + y and with inverse mappingx = <(x' + y'), y = (Y' -x'). Since the mapping is linear, it carries Poisson patterns in the (x, y)-plane into Poisson patterns in the (x', y' )-plane. Moreover the Manhattan norm of (x, y) equals the max norm of (x', y'). Then the max norm has the same S(N) and the same L(n) as the Manhattan norm.
Throughout this section 11 P 11 will denote Manhattan norm. The function A(Q, r) depends not only on r and on R = 11 Q 11 but also on a coordinate z which measures the distance from Q to the nearest corner of the Table 1 . As expected, L(n) stays close to (irn/2)"12 for both Euclidean and Manhattan norms. As n increases both formulas (11) and (12) become sums of large numbers with alternating sign. 8. Minimal trees. Ruth Weiss wrote a computer program using Prim's algorithm to find the minimal tree connecting a set of given points. The cost function is Euclidean distance. Her program constructed minimal trees for 439 random sets of points in the unit square. The results appear in Table 2 .
As a check, the mean Euclidean distance between two points in the unit square may be found analytically to be 2 +2 1/2 112 2+ 15 + -log (1 + 21/2) = .522, as compared with the experimental value .502. The exact standard deviation for this distance is a = .245 instead of .26.
In Table 2 , .68n'/2 seems to be a good numerical approximation to the mean length for large n. Then for a large number n of points in a region of area A the expected length of the minimal tree should be near .68 (An)"2. This is only slightly less than the asymptotic mean length (UAn)"l2 derived for the exodic tree in ?4. It is also surprisingly close to Beardwood, Halton, and Hammersley's experimental estimate .75 (An)112 for traveling salesman paths.
